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ABSTRACT
We report the first results obtained from our campaign to characterize the intranight-optical variability (INOV)
properties of Fermi detected blazars, using the observations from the recently commissioned 1.3 m J C Bhat-
tacharya telescope (JCBT). During the first run, we were able to observe 17 blazars in the Bessel R filter for
∼137 hrs. Using C and scaled F -statistics, we quantify the extent of INOV and derive the duty cycle (DC)
which is the fraction of time during which a source exhibits a substantial flux variability. We find a high DC of
40% for BL Lac objects and the flat spectrum radio quasars are relatively less variable (DC ∼ 15%). However,
when estimated for blazars sub-classes, a high DC of∼59% is found in low synchrotron peaked (LSP) blazars,
whereas, intermediate and high synchrotron peaked objects have a low DC of∼11% and 13%, respectively. We
find evidences about the association of the high amplitude INOV with the γ-ray flaring state. We also notice a
high polarization during the elevated INOV states (for the sources that have polarimetric data available), thus
supporting the jet based origin of the observed variability. We plan to enlarge the sample and utilize the time
availability from the small telescopes, such as 1.3 m JCBT, to strengthen/verify the results obtained in this work
and those existed in the literature.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Blazars are a special class of active galactic nuclei (AGN)
with their relativistic jets pointed towards the observer (Urry
& Padovani 1995). Due to the peculiar orientation of the jet
that enhances the radiation because of the relativistic boost-
ing , blazars are known to emit over entire electromagnetic
spectrum, from low energy radio waves to very high en-
ergy γ-rays. In addition to that, another defining character-
istic feature displayed by blazars is the rapid and high am-
plitude flux variations observed at all the accessible wave-
lengths (see, e.g., Stalin et al. 2002; Sagar et al. 2004; Jorstad
et al. 2010; Aleksic´ et al. 2011; Bachev et al. 2012; Paliya
et al. 2015a; Marchesini et al. 2016). Based on the equiv-
alent width (EW) of the optical emission lines, blazars are
classified as flat spectrum radio quasars (FSRQs) and BL Lac
objects with FSRQs exhibit broad emission lines (EW>5A˚).
The observation of strong emission lines from FSRQs indi-
cates for the presence of a luminous broad line region (BLR),
which in turn, suggests a high and efficient accretion pro-
cess that illuminate the BLR (e.g., Sbarrato et al. 2012). In
fact, the infrared (IR) to ultraviolet (UV) spectrum of many
vpaliya@g.clemson.edu
FSRQs is found to be dominated by thermal emission from
the accretion disk (e.g., Ghisellini et al. 2010). The pres-
ence/absence of narrow emission lines in the optical spec-
trum of BL Lac objects, on the other hand, hints a rela-
tively low and inefficient accretion and/or the dominance of
the non-thermal synchrotron radiation originated from the
plasma moving along the relativistic jet. Abdo et al. (2010)
introduced another blazar classification based on the loca-
tion of the synchrotron peak in the broadband spectral en-
ergy distribution (SED) of the sources. A blazar is known as
low synchrotron peaked or LSP if the rest-frame synchrotron
peak frequency (νpeaksyn ) is . 1014 Hz. On the other hand, for
1014 . νpeaksyn . 1015 and νpeaksyn & 1015 Hz, the sources are
classified as intermediate synchrotron peaked (ISP) or high
synchrotron peaked (HSP) blazars.
The intensity variations in blazars are generally explained
with the ‘shock-in-jet’ model (Marscher & Gear 1985) and
this suggests that the observed temporal variability is associ-
ated with the radiative processes occurring in the AGN jets
(e.g., Wagner & Witzel 1995). However, the detection of
the low amplitude optical variability from radio-quiet (see,
e.g., Kumar et al. 2016, and references therein) hints that
such optical flux variations can also originate from the ac-
cretion disk instabilities or perturbations (Mangalam & Wi-
ita 1993). In the widely accepted scenario of the blazar
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emission, the high amplitude, rapid optical variability is as-
sociated with the non-thermal jetted synchrotron emission.
This is also supported from the observations of the correlated
multi-wavelength flux variations (e.g., Bonnoli et al. 2011;
Paliya et al. 2015b) that demands the origin of the optical to
γ-ray emission to be co-spatial. The observations of the high
degree of variable optical polarization during the flaring ac-
tivity of the quasars provide further supporting evidences to
it (e.g., Itoh et al. 2014, 2016).
The causes responsible for the observed flux variability
from blazars are not well understood. In the framework of the
one-zone leptonic emission models, a simultaneous multi-
wavelength flux enhancement is possible due to injection of
the fresh, highly energetic particles into the emission region
or/and due to the sudden acceleration of the jet (e.g., Paliya
et al. 2015b). On the other hand, there is evidence that flaring
behavior was seen only at optical/UV energies (e.g., Chatter-
jee et al. 2013; Paliya et al. 2014). Such anomalous outbursts
are explained on the basis of the changes in the magnetic
field strength or the location of the emission region (Ghis-
ellini et al. 2007; Paliya et al. 2014).
The intra-night optical variability (INOV), or microvari-
ability (i.e., variations with durations extending from min-
utes to hours) of blazars has been studied for more than two
decades (Miller et al. 1989; Carini et al. 1991; Sagar et al.
2004; Bachev et al. 2012; Marchesini et al. 2016). In fact,
the study of the INOV properties using small 1−2 m class
optical telescopes has been proved quite successful in deter-
mining the nature of the short-term optical flux variations in
blazars and their connection with the high energy γ-ray flares
(e.g., Chandra et al. 2015; Agarwal et al. 2016). It is found in
recent studies that γ-ray blazars have faster jets or they have
higher relativistic beaming factors compared to their non γ-
ray detected counterparts (e.g., Savolainen et al. 2010; Lister
et al. 2015). Therefore, it is more likely to detect a relatively
high amplitude INOV from γ-ray emitting blazars, thereby
making them an important target to study the fast optical flux
variability.
The release of the third catalog of the γ-ray emitting AGNs
detected by the Fermi-Large Area Telescope (3LAC; Acker-
mann et al. 2015) represents a uniform, flux-limited sample
of γ-ray emitters, of which blazars forms a major fraction.
Motivated by the availability of the γ-ray information for a
large number of blazars and also the availability of telescope
time on the recently commissioned 1.3 m J C Bhattacharya
Telescope (JCBT) at the Vainu Bappu Observatory (VBO),
Kavalur, India, we have started an optical monitoring cam-
paign to systematically study the INOV properties of γ-ray
emitting blazars. In this work, we present the results obtained
from the first run of the observing campaign. In Section 2 we
discuss our sample selection procedure and provide a brief
introduction of the JCBT in Section 3. We outline the s.pdf
of the adopted data reduction in Section 4 and present the re-
sults in Section 5. The results associated with the individual
objects are highlighted in Section 6 and we briefly discuss
and summarize our findings in Section 7.
2. SAMPLE
We start with 3LAC blazars that have a redshift measure-
ments reported in the catalog. We select those sources that
are observable from VBO (geographical coordinates: 12◦ 34′
0′′ N, 78◦ 50′ 0′′ E). Since we use a relatively small telescope
(1.3 m diameter), we retain only those blazars that have ap-
parent R band magnitude < 18. We further look into the sky
images1 and remove those sources where the field is crowded
or/and if there are relatively bright stars close to the target ob-
ject (e.g., 3FGL J1104.4+3812 or Mrk 421). This is required
to avoid the CCD saturation for long exposures (> 5 min).
At this stage, we are left with about 100 blazars2. Our ob-
serving campaign depends on the availability of the telescope
time and we adopt an ‘as and when’ approach to fully utilize
the monitoring opportunity. Therefore, the observing dura-
tion varies from∼1 hr to∼9 hrs on any particular night. Our
first observing run started in 2015 January and ended in 2016
January. During this periods, we were able to observe 17
blazars (7 FSRQs and 10 BL Lac objects) for a total of∼137
hrs in 27 nights. The general properties of these sources are
given in Table 1.
3. J C BHATTACHARYA TELESCOPE
The JCBT is a 1.3m F/8 Double Horseshoe telescope
at VBO, Tamilnadu, India. It was inaugurated in 2014
April. There are two types of charge coupled devices (CCDs)
mounted on the telescope: (i) 1k × 1k proEM CCD and (ii)
2k× 4k normal CCD. The proEM CCD is Peltier cooled with
water circulation (with Ethylene Glycol mixture) and the liq-
uid Nitrogen is used as a coolent for the normal CCD. The ad-
vantage of the ProEM CCD is that the maximum speed is 10
MHz for EM mode and 5 MHz for normal mode, both with
variable gain settings. However, it has a small field of view
(FOV). Since our primary objective is to perform the differ-
ential photometry, we need a suitable pair of non-variable
stars present in the same exposure frame. This demands a
relatively large FOV and therefore, we choose the 2k × 4k
normal CCD. In all the observations, its central 2k × 2k re-
gion is used. Furthermore, all the observations are carried
out using the Bessel R filter (λeff ∼ 6400 A˚) in which CCD
has a high response (see the quantum efficiency plot in Fig-
ure 1). The main characteristics of both CCDs are presented
in Table 2.
1 http://www.ledas.ac.uk/DSSimage
2 We note that the choice of observing a particular source is subjective and
therefore our sample is not complete. It depends on the night sky condition,
field of view (uncongested or crowded), and the brightness of nearby stars
compared to the target quasar. Therefore, it is likely that we may be able to
accommodate those blazars that were excluded from the first observing run.
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4. DATA REDUCTION
We use IRAF3 to perform the data reduction. The prelim-
inary cleaning of the image frames is done by preforming
the bias subtraction, flat fielding, and cosmic-ray removal.
The bias frames are taken at regular intervals throughout the
night and flat-field images are taken at dusk, i.e., at the begin-
ning of the observations. We follow the aperture photometry
method to extract the instrumental magnitudes of the target
blazar and nearby comparison stars present in the same im-
age frame. Among the various comparison stars, we select
the pair with the steadiest differential light curve (DLC), i.e.,
with the minimum standard deviation for a given aperture
(taken as full width at half maximum of the point spread
function of stars, Howell 1989). Once the steadiest pair of
stars is determined, the optimum aperture size is derived by
considering a range of aperture radii, calculating the standard
deviation of the DLC for the selected stars pair and choos-
ing the aperture radius that minimizes the scatter. Using this
optimized aperture radius, we extract the instrumental mag-
nitudes of the target blazar and the selected pair of the com-
parison stars. In Table 3, we report the USNO-B1 cataloged
positions and apparent R band magnitudes for the selected
comparison stars associated with each blazar. It should be
noted that the possible uncertainties in the quoted magnitudes
could be up to ∼0.25 magnitudes (Monet et al. 2003).
The IR-optical spectrum of the bright blazar 3FGL
J1653.9+3945 (or Mkn 501) is known to be contaminated
from the host galaxy radiation. However, since we are in-
terested in measuring the differential flux rather than the ab-
solute values, we neglect it. Furthermore, the INOV is not
expected to be affected from the host galaxy compared to the
fast variation originates from the relativistic jet and therefore
it is a reasonable choice (see., e.g., Xiong et al. 2016, for a
discussion on the host galaxy effect on the long term vari-
ability behavior of Mkn 501).
5. RESULTS
We generate DLCs from the photometric instrumental
magnitudes of the target source and a pair of the steady
comparison stars. The star-star DLC represent the observa-
tional uncertainties and the intrinsic variability of the stars,
whereas, quasar-stars DLCs indicate the intrinsic variability
of the blazar with respect to steady stars. A blazar is consid-
ered to be variable when it shows correlated flux variations
both in time and amplitude relative to the pair of comparison
stars. On the other hand, the source is considered as non-
variable if it does not show flux variability with respect to
both the comparison stars. It should be noted that the un-
3 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories,
which is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astron-
omy Inc. under cooperative agreement with the National Science Founda-
tion.
certainty in the comparison stars magnitudes, as given in Ta-
ble 3, will not have any effect on the DLCs as we look for
the variability in the differential instrumental magnitudes be-
tween the source of interest and the comparison stars. The
derived results are presented in Figure 2-7. To statistically
confirm the variability, we employ the two criteria, C and F
statistics.
5.1. C-Statistics
C parameter is the commonly used statistical tool to decide
the INOV nature of the sources (Jang & Miller 1997). It is
defined as follows
C1 =
SDqso−s1
SDs1−s2
, C2 =
SDqso−s2
SDs1−s2
, (1)
where SDqso−si is the standard deviation of the DLC of the
target quasar and the ith comparison star and SDs1−s2 is the
standard deviation of the star-star DLC. Following Jang &
Miller (1997), we consider the source to be variable if both
C1 and C2 are ≥ 2.576, which corresponds to the 99% con-
fidence level.
5.2. Scaled F-statistics
Another statistical tool to quantify the INOV behavior is
the F -test and this has been shown to be a more reliable and
robust method to characterize the micro-variability (de Diego
2010). The F parameter is calculated as
F1 =
Vqso−s1
Vs1−s2
, F2 =
Vqso−s2
Vs1−s2
(2)
where Vqso−s and Vs1−s2 are the variances of the quasar-star
and star-star DLCs. These F values are compared with the
critical F value, Fαν , where α is the significance level (taken
as 0.01 corresponding to a confidence level of > 99%) and ν
(=Np − 1) is the degree of freedom for the DLC. A source is
considered to be variable if both F values are found to exceed
Fαν .
It is noted in various recent studies (e.g., Joshi et al. 2011;
de Diego 2014) that the F test does not estimate the micro-
variability adequately if the comparison stars have brightness
significantly different from the target quasar (see also Cel-
lone et al. 2007; de Diego et al. 2015). To compensate for the
differences, we need to scale the star-star variance by a factor
ζ (Joshi et al. 2011; de Diego 2014). Since our analysis pro-
cedure is similar to that of Joshi et al. (2011), we follow their
scaling factor to take into account the brightness differences
of the comparison stars. It is defined as follows
ζ =
[∑Np
i=1 σ
2
i,err(qso− s)/Np∑Np
i=1 σ
2
i,err(s1− s2)/Np
]
≡ 〈σ
2(qso− s)〉
〈σ2(s1− s2)〉 , (3)
where σ2i,err(qso− s) and σ2i,err(s1− s2), respectively, are
the errors on individual points of the quasar-star and star-star
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DLCs. With this, the scaled F-value, F s, can be computed
as,
F s1 =
Vqso−s1
ζ Vs1−s2
, F s2 =
Vqso−s2
ζ Vs1−s2
. (4)
In this work, we use this scaled F test to ascertain the INOV
nature of the target blazars.
It has been reported in recent works that claiming the pres-
ence of the INOV using C statistics is not correct as it is al-
most too conservative (e.g., de Diego 2010, 2014). However,
it is also important to consider the fact that this method might
be a more compelling measure of the INOV, especially when
the comparison stars are not steady (Zibecchi et al. 2017). We
also adopt this tool to compare our results with that obtained
in earlier INOV studies of blazars where only C statistics
was employed (see, e.g., Dai et al. 2001; Sagar et al. 2004).
Accordingly, we report the results of both C and scaled F -
statistics in Table 4.
5.3. Amplitude of Variability
The INOV variability amplitude (ψ) quantifies the actual
variation exhibited by the target source on any given night,
after correcting for the errors in the measurements. It is de-
fined as follows (Romero et al. 1999)
ψ = 100
√
Amax −Amin)2 − 2Vs1−s2% (5)
with
Amax = maximum in γ-NLSy1 differential light curve,
Amin = minimum in γ-NLSy1 differential light curve,
Vs1−s2 = variance in the star−star DLC
The results of this exercise are presented in Table 4.
5.4. Duty Cycle
Duty cycle (DC) is computed to determine the fraction of
the time an object shows the variability. This is because a
blazar may not show flux variations on all observing nights.
The DC is evaluated by taking the ratio of the time over
which the target blazar exhibits variability to the total mon-
itoring time. Following Romero et al. (1999), it is defined
as
DC = 100
∑Np
k=1Qk(1/∆tk)∑Np
k=1(1/∆tk)
% (6)
where ∆tk = ∆tk,obs(1 + z)−1 is the redshift corrected time
interval of the monitoring session of a source on the ith night.
Qk is set equal to 1 if the source is found to be variable,
otherwise Qk = 0.
We find a DC of 26% and 25% for the entire sample, when
considering the C-statistics and the scaled F -statistics, re-
spectively. It is found to be 14% according to the C-statistics
and 16% following the F -test, for FSRQs. For BL Lac ob-
jects, DC is derived as 40% using both the C and the F -tests.
Alternatively, if we define the variability criteria with the de-
tection of the high amplitude of variability (ψ > 3%, e.g.,
Stalin et al. 2004), the overall DC increases to 66%. Consid-
ering FSRQs and BL Lac objects separately, it is estimated as
52% and 86%, respectively. These results confirms the ear-
lier findings that BL Lac objects show a larger INOV com-
pared to FSRQs. On dividing the sources according to the
location of their νpeaksyn , we find that LSP blazars exhibit a
substantially larger INOV (DC∼59%) compared to ISP and
HSP sources that have a DC of∼11% and 13%, respectively.
6. DISCUSSION ON INDIVIDUAL SOURCES
Blazars are known to vary at all timescales (e.g., Richards
et al. 2011). If we assume a co-spatial origin for the ob-
served multi-wavelength radiation from blazars, a flaring
state in one band should be reflected at other frequencies,
though with different timescales due to different scales of the
Doppler boosting (Dermer 1995). Since the sources moni-
tored under our observing campaign are known γ-ray emit-
ters, we expect to observe a high amplitude INOV during
the elevated γ-ray activity state. On the other hand, an opti-
cal flux variability without a γ-ray counterpart indicates the
change in the magnetic field that enhances synchrotron emis-
sion or/and the location of the emission region being close to
the black hole where the jet bulk Lorentz factor is small, as
a possible causes of the orphan optical flares (e.g., Ghisellini
et al. 2007; Chatterjee et al. 2013). The latter becomes a ma-
jor factor for FSRQs whose γ-ray emission is known to be
dominated by the external Compton processes (Sikora et al.
2009). In other words, it is possible to detect a short term
INOV from a non-thermal synchrotron dominated jet, even
during the γ-ray quiescence.
To understand the optical-γ-ray connection in deeper per-
spective, we plot the publicly available, monthly binned,
aperture photometric γ-ray light curves4 for all 17 blazars
in Figure 8. It should be noted that the γ-ray aperture pho-
tometry may not be suitable for a detailed scientific inves-
tigation, however, since our primary purpose is just to get
an idea about the γ-ray activity state during the epoch of
the optical monitoring, these results can be used. In Fig-
ure 8, the x-axis covers the time period since 2015 January
1 (MJD 57023) till 2016 February 5 (MJD 57423). On the
other hand, range on the y-axes are chosen to cover the min-
imum and the maximum of the observed γ-ray fluxes since
the launch of Fermi satellite. Therefore, it is possible that we
may not see the highest or the lowest γ-ray flux in the covered
time period. The advantage of this approach is that it shows
us the relative activity state of the source during our opti-
cal monitoring campaign. In Figure 8, we denote the epoch
of the night observations with vertical lines. In order to un-
derstand the optical-γ ray connection for the covered period,
4 http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/4yr catalog/ap lcs.php
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we also utilize the optical R band data taken from the Stew-
ard observatory (Smith et al. 2009), the Katzman Automatic
Imaging Telescope (KAIT; Li et al. 2003), and the SMARTS
observatory (Bonning et al. 2012). Out of 17 sources, we
could find the long term optical data for 10 sources. We cor-
rect the data for the galactic reddening following Schlafly &
Finkbeiner (2011) and convert to flux units using the zero
points of Bessell et al. (1998). The derived fluxes are shown
in Figure 8 with blue empty circles. It should be noted that
adding the long term optical data was necessary since our
INOV monitoring epochs are comparatively smaller for indi-
vidual sources. We, then, perform a correlation test using the
z-transformed discrete correlation function tool of Alexander
(2013) to quantify the strength of the correlation in the opti-
cal and the γ-ray bands. The derived results are presented in
Table 5. As can be seen that a strong claim cannot be made
owing to the large errorbars and the small number of the data
points and the results are consistent with the zero lead/lag.
However, visual inspection of the light curves in Figure 8
supports the idea that a high γ-ray state is indeed accompa-
nied by an optical flare and probably reflected in our INOV
observations. Below, we individually discuss the results ob-
tained for every blazar.
3FGL J0608.0−0835:
This source was observed twice, first on 2015 March 7 and
then later on 2016 January 3 (Figure 2). Both C and F tests
have confirmed the absence of flux variations on the former
epoch but a significant INOV of the order of ∼0.1 mag is
noticed during the later observations. Along with this, an
extremely fast (< 10 minutes), small amplitude flare is also
noticed at the beginning of the observation. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first report of the detection of INOV from
this object. The interesting fact to note is that during both the
observing epochs, the source has not shown any significant
γ-ray variability (see the top panel of Figure 8).
3FGL J0656.4+4232:
We have observed this object on 2016 January 5 but barring
a couple of flickering events, no significant variability is de-
tected.
3FGL J0710.5+4732:
This is the highest redshift source in our sample (z = 1.29)
and we have monitored it on three nights. Other than a few
flickering, we have not found any significant INOV on any
night, which is further confirmed from C and F statistics.
During our monitoring campaign, the source remained qui-
escent in γ-rays , thus indicating the lack of the jet activity as
a probable cause of the non-detection of INOV.
3FGL J0721.9+7120:
This source is a well-known TeV blazar and it was observed
on 2015 January 21, 22 and a month after on February 23.
Our first two observations in 2015 January were coincident
with the exceptional multi-wavelength flaring activity of this
source (Figure 8; see also, Chandra et al. 2015; Mirzoyan
2015; Wierzcholska & Siejkowski 2015; Agarwal et al. 2016;
Wierzcholska & Siejkowski 2016). Such a high activity state
is also reflected in its INOV behavior (Figure 3). As can be
seen in Figure 3, a fast intra-night flare is noticed on 2015
January 21, that lasted for ∼1.5 hrs with the optical mag-
nitude varies by about 0.04 mag. Similar behavior is also
noticed during other two nights of the monitoring. More-
over, the source was also found to be in a high optical state
as revealed from the Steward observatory monitoring. The
fast optical variability from this source can be well explained
from the beamed synchrotron emission which is further sup-
ported from the detection of the high optical polarization,
∼ 5 − 10%, during the flaring episode from Steward obser-
vatory (see Table 4).
3FGL J0739.4+0137:
This is a FSRQ and is known to show fast INOV (Clements
et al. 2003). Bachev et al. (2012) suggested that this blazar
shows high amplitude variability when close to the optical
maximum. We find various small amplitude flares during
its observation on 2015 March 7 (Figure 3). Interestingly,
during this period of the elevated activity, a high optical po-
larization of ∼ 5% was recorded at Steward observatory. In
the conventional one-zone leptonic emission models, a high
activity in the optical band is also reflected at high energy
γ-rays. Therefore, we also looked into the monthly binned
aperture photometric γ-ray light curve of this source to de-
termine the association of the optical activity with γ-rays. As
can be seen in Figure 8, the blazar was flaring in γ-rays in the
month of 2015 March (see the first vertical line around MJD
57100), coinciding with the detection of the INOV. The sim-
ilar results are also noticed in the long term optical data from
the Steward observatory, though it appears that the source
brightens even further after our INOV epoch. On the other
hand, during the second night of the observation in 2016 Jan-
uary, when no significant optical variability was detected, it
was in quiescence in the γ-ray band also. Therefore, it gives
a strong indication that the probability of detecting a signif-
icant INOV from a blazar is high during the elevated γ-ray
activity state.
3FGL J0809.8+5218:
This source is a known TeV BL Lac object (Acciari et al.
2009) and its long term optical monitoring has been studied
by Man et al. (2014). They did not find any significant INOV
during the period spanned over ∼6 years. Our one night of
the optical monitoring has not revealed any significant flux
variability and we find this object to be in a very low γ-ray
activity state during the epoch of the optical observation. The
long term optical behavior of this object, as monitored by
KAIT, also indicates the source to be in quiescence.
3FGL J0831.9+0430:
3FGL J0831.9+0430 or PKS 0829+046 is a γ-ray luminous
BL Lac object and it is observed at three different epochs.
A significant INOV is detected during all three nights (Fig-
ure 4) and this is probably the first report of the intra-night
flux variations from this source. It is important to note that
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the source was γ-ray quiescent during our monitoring cam-
paign. However, its IR-optical-UV spectrum is dominated by
the non-thermal synchrotron emission (Ghisellini et al. 2011)
and hence the observed INOV could be originated from it.
The long term KAIT monitoring reveals a moderate activity
in the optical band during our observing run.
J0854.8+2006:
OJ 287 is one of the best studied BL Lac objects in our sam-
ple and is known to show violent optical variability (see, e.g.,
Fan et al. 2009; Gopal-Krishna et al. 2011). We have ob-
served this source on 2015 March 10 and a significant INOV
was detected. In particular, the source was found to be in a
relatively moderate γ-ray activity state and we noted a small
amplitude (∼0.05 mag) flare that lasted less than an hour (see
Figure 4). The optical polarimetric monitoring from Steward
observatory on 2015 March 17, closest to the epoch of our
observation, reveals the detection of a high polarization of
13.4% (Table 4), thus indicating the synchrotron based ori-
gin of the INOV.
3FGL J0922.4−0529, 3FGL J0927.9−2037, 3FGL
J1006.7−2159, 3FGL J1015.0+4925, and 3FGL
J1204.3−0708:
The blazars 3FGL J0922.4−0529, 3FGL J0927.9−2037, and
3FGL J1015.0+4925 were monitored for one night each and
we observed 3FGL J1006.7−2159 and 3FGL J1204.3−0708
for two and three nights, respectively. None of them have
shown any significant INOV (Figure 4, 5) and they were also
found to be in γ-ray quiescence during the observing run
(Figure 8).
3FGL J1229.1+0202:
We have monitored 3C 273 for three nights but could not de-
tect any significant INOV (see Figure 6). In fact, the source
was in one of its lowest γ-ray and optical states during our
observing campaign (see Figure 8 and http://quasar.
square7.ch/fqm/1226+023.html). It is also impor-
tant to note that the optical spectrum of this object is domi-
nated by a luminous accretion disk (e.g., Petropoulou & Dim-
itrakoudis 2015) which is not expected to vary over short
timescales (∼few hrs). The detection of the almost negligible
optical polarization (< 1%) recorded at Steward observatory
and its historical micro-variability measurements (Dai et al.
2001) indicates that the lack of the INOV detection could be
due to the dominance of the luminous accretion disk emis-
sion and the low activity of the jet.
3FGL J1404.8+0401:
We have observed this object on 2015 May 20 for about 4.5
hrs and did not see any significant INOV.
3FGL J1512.8−0906:
We have monitored PKS 1510−08 during its exceptional
flare in 2015 May (May 21 and 22). During this period of
the high activity, it was significantly detected at very high
energies (VHE, E > 100 GeV) by MAGIC telescopes and
the elevated activities were seen across the electromagnetic
spectrum (MAGIC Collaboration et al. 2016; Zacharias et al.
2016), including the optical monitoring from the Steward ob-
servatory. The source is found to exhibit a large amplitude
variability (ψ > 15%) on the second night of the observa-
tion (see Table 4). On the other hand, the length of the ob-
servations (< 2 hrs) during the first night was not enough
to detect a significant INOV. The coincidence of the detec-
tion of the INOV with a high γ-ray activity state (Figure 8)
again indicates a close association of detecting a high am-
plitude intra-night temporal variability during the high γ-ray
state (see also Paliya et al. 2014, 2016, for similar results).
Similar to other blazars, where INOV was detected, the opti-
cal polarimetric monitoring from Steward observatory during
the flaring period reports the detection of the high polariza-
tion. Interestingly, on 2015 May 21, i.e., when we could not
detect INOV, the noticed optical polarization was 7.4% and
next day it increases to 15.3%. This indicates that on 2015
May 22, PKS 1510−08 was in even higher optically flaring
state which resulted in the detection of a significant micro-
variability in our ∼2.5 hrs of the night observations.
3FGL J1653.9+3945:
Mkn 501 is a bright BL Lac object and it is known to dis-
play extremely fast TeV flux variations (Albert et al. 2007).
The source was in a low γ-ray and optical activity stated
during our observing run. It is found to exhibit a signif-
icant flux variability on one of the monitoring nights. In
fact, we detected an intriguing feature, a dip in the bright-
ness of the source on ∼30 min timescale, on 2015 May 20
(Figure 7). Such features have also been observed from an-
other TeV blazar PG 1553+113 (Gopal-Krishna et al. 2011)
and are interpreted as possibly due to absorption in a dusty
gas cloud, occulting the emission region responsible for the
optical emission. The optical polarization of the source was
quite low (< 3%) during both epochs.
7. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
We present the first results of our ongoing campaign to
characterize the INOV properties of Fermi detected blazars.
This consists of the monitoring of 17 objects, 7 FSRQs and
10 BL Lac objects, for a total of ∼137 hrs. In our sample,
BL Lac objects are found to display significantly higher DC
of (40%) than FSRQs (∼15%), considering C and F statis-
tics. The conclusion that BL Lac objects show high INOV
compared to FSRQs is also reported in various earlier stud-
ies (e.g., Sagar et al. 2004). Altogether, the overall DC is
found to be∼25% which is well below than that known from
blazars (∼70%, Stalin et al. 2004). However, this is most
probably due to the small sample size and less number of
observations and it is likely that DC may further increase
as we will acquire more observations. Alternatively, we as-
sume a blazar to be variable when its amplitude of variability
ψ > 3%, the overall DC increases to 66% and it is 52% and
86% for FSRQs and BL Lac objects, respectively.
On classifying the sources according to the location of the
synchrotron peaks, we find that LSP blazars exhibit signif-
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icantly larger variability compared to ISP and HSP objects.
Though a strong claim cannot be made due to the small size
of the sample, the following discussion can provide a possi-
ble physical explanation. In the left panel of Figure 9, we
show a typical synchrotron spectrum (e.g., Finke et al. 2008)
of LSP (red), ISP (blue), and HSP (black) blazars and also
plot the frequency range covered by the Bessel R filter (grey
strip), using which we have carried out the observations. As
can be seen, for the case of LSP sources, R band covers
the falling part of the spectrum, whereas, ISP objects have
their peak located at these energies. For HSP blazars, on
the other hand, a rising synchrotron spectrum is covered by
the R band. In the conventional leptonic emission scenario,
the broadband emission from blazars originates from the rel-
ativistic electron population whose energy distribution fol-
lows a broken power law spectral shape (see the right panel
of Figure 9). This means that a rising synchrotron spectrum
is produced by the low energy electrons, whereas, the high
energy particles contribute to the falling part of the SED. In
other words, for ISP and HSP blazars, a relatively low energy
electron population radiates in the R band compared to LSP
sources. Since the cooling time is inversely proportional to
the energy of the radiating particles (tcool ∝ γ−1, γ is the
Lorentz factor of the electrons), it is obvious that the high
energy electrons should exhibit faster variability, implying
LSP sources to be more variable compared to ISP and HSP
blazars. In fact, HSP blazars display violent flux variabil-
ity at hard X-rays and at TeV energies (see, e.g., Gaidos et al.
1996; Paliya et al. 2015a) where the highest energy electrons,
forming the tail of the synchrotron and inverse Compton pro-
cesses, radiates.
Our observing results provide evidences about a close as-
sociation of the detection of the high amplitude INOV and
a high optical polarization (monitored from Steward obser-
vatory) with the elevated γ-ray activity in blazars. This
probably indicates a high chance of detecting large ampli-
tude INOV when a blazar goes into the γ-ray flaring state.
This feature has already been observed in a few γ-ray emit-
ting narrow line Seyfert 1 galaxies (Paliya et al. 2014, 2016)
and therefore, it appears reasonable to generalize it to the
beamed γ-ray emitting AGNs. This also supports the jet
based origin of the flares rather than from the accretion disk.
Furthermore, we also find extremely fast flux variations of
the orders of minutes (e.g., see the light curves of 3FGL
J0608.0−0835). Such rapid flares are typically observed
from blazars at VHE γ-rays and they are probably origi-
nated from the magnetic reconnection events (Giannios et al.
2009), structured jets (Tavecchio & Ghisellini 2008), due to
turbulence in the plasma flow (e.g., Narayan & Piran 2012;
Marscher 2014), or possibly due to rapid conversion of the
magnetic energy to radiation by a process called magnetolu-
minescence (Blandford et al. 2015). It is, therefore, of ut-
most interest to detect extremely rapid optical flares within
the night to further test these theories of rapid flux variability
detected from blazars.
The easily accessible small 1-2 m class optical telescopes
definitely play an important role in studying the fundamental
problems of blazar physics. In future, apart from 1.3 m JCBT,
we also plan to extend the observations of γ-ray blazars from
various other small telescopes, such as 0.9 m SARA-North at
Kitt Peak, Arizona and 0.6 m SARA-South at Cerro Tololo,
Chille, to verify/confirm the findings reported in this article
and those existed in literature.
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Table 1. The list of the γ-ray blazars monitored in this work. Column information are as follows: (1) 3FGL name; (2) other name; (3) right
ascension (J2000); (4) declination (J2000); (5) redshift; (6) apparent R band magnitude; (7) blazar type. All the information, except R band
magnitudes, are from Ackermann et al. (2015). R band magnitudes are adopted from USNO-B1 catalog (Monet et al. 2003).
3FGL name Other name RA (2000) Dec (2000) z R Type
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
J0608.0−0835 PKS 0605−08 06 07 59.62 −08 34 52.16 0.872 15.41 ISP FSRQ
J0656.4+4232 4C +42.22 06 56 10.67 42 37 02.90 0.059 11.11 HSP BL Lac
J0710.5+4732 S4 0707+47 07 10 46.31 47 32 13.46 1.292 13.44 ISP BL Lac
J0721.9+7120 S5 0716+71 07 21 53.39 71 20 36.65 0.127 14.14 LSP BL Lac
J0739.4+0137 PKS 0736+01 07 39 18.03 01 37 04.61 0.189 16.03 ISP FSRQ
J0809.8+5218 1ES 0806+524 08 09 49.20 52 18 58.35 0.138 14.63 HSP BL Lac
J0831.9+0430 PKS 0829+046 08 31 48.88 04 29 38.73 0.174 13.99 LSP BL Lac
J0854.8+2006 OJ 287 08 54 48.87 20 06 30.83 0.306 14.35 LSP BL Lac
J0922.4−0529 TXS 0919−052 09 22 24.09 −5 29 08.14 0.974 14.75 ISP FSRQ
J0927.9−2037 PKS 0925−203 09 27 51.83 −20 34 51.47 0.348 15.98 LSP FSRQ
J1006.7−2159 PKS 1004−217 10 06 46.41 −21 59 20.38 0.330 15.23 ISP FSRQ
J1015.0+4925 1H 1013+498 10 15 4.13 49 26 00.87 0.212 15.13 HSP BL Lac
J1204.3−0708 1RXS J120417.0−070959 12 04 16.66 −7 10 09.16 0.184 14.59 HSP BL Lac
J1229.1+0202 3C 273 12 29 06.70 02 03 08.59 0.158 14.09 LSP FSRQ
J1404.8+0401 MS 1402.3+0416 14 04 50.92 04 02 02.38 0.344 17.08 HSP BL Lac
J1512.8−0906 PKS 1510−08 15 12 50.54 −09 05 59.69 0.360 15.70 LSP FSRQ
J1653.9+3945 Mkn 501 16 53 52.21 39 45 36.31 0.034 9.07 HSP BL Lac
Table 2. Deatils of the CCDs mounted on the JCBT. The bottom two panels report the read out noise and gain of the proEM CCD at different
operating frequencies.
Characteristics proEM CCD normal CCD
Array (pixels) 1024 × 1024 2048 × 4096
Pixel size (micron) 13 15
Plate scale (arcsec pixel−1) 0.26 0.30
Full well capacity (e−) 8 × 104 2 × 105
Operating Temperature −68◦ C −100◦ C
Dark current (e− pixel−1 sec−1) 0.04 4× 10−4
Read out noise (e−) variable 3.8
Gain (e− ADU−) variable 0.74
proEM CCD Gain
Frequency High gain Medium gain
100 kHz 0.699 1.38
1 MHz 0.693 1.37
5 MHz 1.19 2.26
proEM CCD read out noise
Frequency High gain Medium gain
100 kHz 3.87 4.74
1 MHz 6.24 10.35
5 MHz 13.0 14.20
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Table 3. Positions and R band apparent magnitudes of the comparison stars, associated with the target blazars. The information are taken from
the USNO catalogue (Monet et al. 2003).
Source Star RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) R
(mag)
J0608.0−0835 S1 06 07 54.01 −08 33 37.23 15.22
S2 06 08 00.59 −08 35 51.63 15.18
J0656.4+4232 S1 06 56 05.95 42 38 52.16 14.71
S2 06 56 17.26 42 35 52.35 14.63
J0710.5+4732 S1 07 10 53.52 47 30 13.35 12.89
S2 07 10 38.60 47 33 14.51 12.80
J0721.9+7120 S1 07 21 52.29 71 18 17.92 13.11
S2 07 22 17.99 71 23 34.83 13.55
J0739.4+0137 S1 07 39 16.14 01 37 34.93 15.02
S2 07 39 23.38 01 35 28.24 15.15
J0809.8+5218 S1 08 10 03.24 52 18 57.82 14.56
S2 08 10 17.08 52 19 43.77 15.17
J0831.9+0430 S1 08 32 04.43 04 25 52.38 14.44
S2 08 31 47.41 04 33 11.46 14.55
J0854.8+2006 S1 08 54 55.20 20 05 42.43 14.91
S2 08 54 53.36 20 04 45.12 14.03
J0922.4−0529 S1 09 22 26.71 −05 29 32.06 15.27
S2 09 22 26.88 −05 29 57.14 14.76
J0927.9−2037 S1 09 27 49.35 −20 33 10.49 16.96
S2 09 27 57.76 −20 36 45.89 16.06
J1006.7−2159 S1 10 06 45.09 −21 59 22.18 15.45
S2 10 06 33.05 −21 58 29.60 15.25
J1015.0+4925 S1 10 15 08.03 49 25 42.33 13.74
S2 10 14 53.85 49 25 32.43 13.83
J1204.3−0708 S1 12 04 06.14 −07 07 56.82 15.41
S2 12 04 32.23 −07 13 24.71 16.12
J1229.1+0202 S1 12 29 03.21 02 03 18.88 12.79
S2 12 29 08.40 02 00 18.71 11.79
J1404.8+0401 S1 14 04 49.21 04 03 37.55 16.22
S2 14 05 00.89 04 00 12.71 16.61
J1512.8−0906 S1 15 12 52.82 −09 06 59.46 14.12
S2 15 12 44.30 −09 06 40.14 13.60
J1653.9+3945 S1 16 53 45.82 39 44 09.14 12.49
S2 16 53 28.51 39 46 59.20 13.12
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Table 4. Log of the INOV. Columns:- (1) source name; (2) date of the observation; (3) Number of exposures (4) duration of the observation;
(5) and (6) C-values computed for the γ-ray blazars DLCs relative to the steadiest pair of comparison stars on any night; (7) variability status
according to C-statistics, V: variable, NV: non variable; (8) and (9) Values of the scaled F-statistics for two blazar DLCs relative to two
comparison stars; (10) critical F value to compare with F1 and F2; (11) variability status as per F-statistics; (12) INOV amplitude in percent;
and (13) optical polarization measurements, in percent.
Source Date N Duration C1 C2 Status F1 F2 Fcrit Status ψ Pol.
dd mm yyyy (hr) (%) (%)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)
J0608.0−0835 07 03 2015 15 1.29 1.87 2.15 NV 1.57 2.08 3.69 NV 5.25 —
03 01 2016 35 4.51 4.32 4.49 V 8.47 9.53 2.26 V 8.97 —
J0656.4+4232 05 01 2016 31 5.06 1.64 1.92 NV 0.77 1.06 2.39 NV 3.25 —
J0710.5+4732 26 02 2015 59 2.52 1.89 2.17 NV 1.36 2.06 1.86 NV 5.07 —
11 03 2015 136 4.31 1.37 1.35 NV 0.77 0.79 1.50 NV 2.25 —
04 01 2016 52 2.39 1.29 1.36 NV 0.68 0.81 1.94 NV 3.41 —
J0721.9+7120 21 01 2015 213 5.98 2.75 2.69 V 6.22 3.98 1.38 V 6.17 9.42±0.02
22 01 2015 92 4.21 2.86 2.99 V 8.39 5.73 1.63 V 5.06 5.48±0.02
23 02 2015 238 6.44 5.71 5.70 V 28.90 22.44 1.35 V 11.88 —
J0739.4+0137 17 03 2015 50 4.40 4.13 4.19 V 8.92 8.54 1.96 V 10.07 4.94±0.13
02 01 2016 25 5.05 3.77 3.65 V 1.38 1.26 2.72 NV 5.98 0.61∗±0.20 (12 01 2016)
J0809.8+5218 18 03 2015 28 4.82 1.34 1.57 NV 1.10 1.44 2.46 NV 2.02 —
J0831.9+0430 08 03 2015 14 1.27 4.66 4.55 V 9.36 8.35 3.70 V 5.57 —
09 03 2015 30 3.52 5.19 4.83 V 14.60 11.72 2.39 V 13.87 —
14 03 2015 76 5.41 4.04 3.88 V 7.34 6.52 1.71 V 9.17 —
J0854.8+2006 10 03 2015 160 4.27 3.50 3.39 V 8.53 12.15 1.45 V 9.65 13.38∗±0.07 (17 03 2015)
J0922.4−0529 12 03 2015 133 5.50 1.13 0.98 NV 1.27 1.13 1.50 NV 4.34 —
J0927.9−2037 13 03 2015 35 6.55 1.09 1.26 NV 0.99 1.54 2.26 NV 3.71 —
J1006.7−2159 24 02 2015 48 8.59 0.95 1.10 NV 0.72 1.17 1.99 NV 3.43 —
15 03 2015 10 2.61 1.08 1.29 NV 0.93 1.60 5.35 NV 2.21 —
16 03 2015 36 5.43 0.98 1.14 NV 0.76 1.27 2.23 NV 5.24 —
J1015.0+4925 20 03 2015 143 7.02 1.79 1.80 NV 1.14 1.17 1.48 NV 3.86 —
J1204.3−0708 25 02 2015 36 6.65 1.17 1.41 NV 1.34 1.30 2.23 NV 2.82 —
17 03 2015 30 4.05 1.62 1.78 NV 2.39 2.03 2.42 NV 4.24 —
J1229.1+0202 26 02 2015 15 0.36 1.26 0.86 NV 1.39 1.10 3.70 NV 2.30 0.28∗±0.06 (20 02 2015)
10 03 2015 68 1.60 1.15 1.27 NV 1.08 1.92 1.78 NV 2.53 0.31∗±0.04 (17 03 2015)
18 03 2015 300 4.56 1.20 1.05 NV 1.07 1.15 1.31 NV 6.46 0.31∗±0.04 (17 03 2015)
J1404.8+0401 20 05 2015 24 4.44 1.72 1.70 NV 1.86 1.58 2.72 NV 3.49 —
J1512.8−0906 21 05 2015 25 1.89 1.37 1.24 NV 1.19 1.28 2.66 NV 4.39 7.43±0.08
22 05 2015 39 2.33 5.22 5.24 V 21.48 31.97 2.16 V 15.66 15.32±0.05
J1653.9+3945 20 05 2015 151 4.20 5.17 5.20 V 14.11 12.71 1.46 V 11.89 2.20±0.05
14 07 2015 154 5.41 1.38 1.36 NV 0.93 0.83 1.46 NV 5.15 1.28∗±0.04 (15 07 2015)
NOTE—All polarization measurements are taken from Steward observatory (dates are quoted) and that quoted with asterisks are observed
within 10 days of the INOV monitoring. See the text for details.
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Table 5. The results of the DCF analysis performed on the the sources whose long term γ-ray and the optical variability behavior is shown in
Figure 8. In the rightmost column, the name of the facilities from where the optical observations were done, are given. Note that a positive
value means a lag in the optical band compared to γ-rays.
3FGL name Time (in days) Observatory
J0721.9+7120 −1.67+11.33−10.54 Steward
J0739.4+0137 +1.24+8.96−9.30 Steward
J0809.8+5218 +39.36+3.93−56.20 KAIT
J0831.9+0430 +1.17+4.46−4.60 KAIT
J0854.8+2006 −2.29+13.37−3.91 Steward
J1006.7−2159 −4.01+29.67−5.15 SMARTS
J1015.0+4925 +18.4+11.35−13.35 KAIT
J1229.1+0202 −0.04+28.91−4.37 Steward
J1512.8−0906 +4.21+11.21−10.54 Steward
J1653.9+3945 −1.95+7.40−13.95 Steward
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Figure 1. The quantum efficiency plot for 2k × 4k CCD which is used to carry out the observations. We have adopted the Bessel R filter
(λeff ∼ 6400 A˚) for the monitoring campaign.
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Figure 2. Intra-night differential light curves of Fermi blazars monitored during our first observing run. In the bottom panel of each plot is given
the variations of the FWHM of the stellar images during the night. QSO refers to the source of interest, while S1 and S2 denote two comparison
stars selected to generate the differential light curves.
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Figure 3. Intra-night differential light curves of Fermi blazars. Other information are same as in Figure 2.
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Figure 4. Intra-night differential light curves of Fermi blazars. Other information are same as in Figure 2.
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Figure 5. Intra-night differential light curves of Fermi blazars. Other information are same as in Figure 2.
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Figure 6. Intra-night differential light curves of Fermi blazars. Other information are same as in Figure 2.
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Figure 7. Intra-night differential light curves of Fermi blazars. Other information are same as in Figure 2.
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Figure 8. Monthly binned aperture photometric light curves of Fermi blazars since 2015 January 1 (MJD 57023). Overplotted are the long term
optical observations of 10 objects, shown with blue empty circles, that were carried out at the Steward, KAIT, and SMARTS observatories.
The vertical lines denote the epoch of the optical monitoring from the 1.3 m JCBT. Note that the ranges on y-axes are plotted between the
minimum and maximum of the flux observed since the beginning of the Fermi operation to show the relative activity level of the sources during
the observing epoches. See the text for details.
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Figure 9. Left: A typical synchrotron spectrum of LSP (red), ISP (blue), and HSP (black) blazars. The grey strip represents the wavelength
range covered in the R band. Right: The energy distribution of the relativistic electrons in the conventional leptonic emission scenario, as
described by a smooth broken power law model. The parameter γ is the random Lorentz factor of the electrons, whereas, p and q denote the
slopes of the model before and after the peak energy (γb). The primed quantities are in the comoving frame of the emission region. The spectral
parameters are appropriately chosen to show the particle energy distribution. Comparing with the left panel, it can be noticed that the rising part
of the synchrotron spectrum is emitted by the low energy electrons, whereas, high energy electrons contribute to the falling part of the SED.
